USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10403.12

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA, STRUCK BY AN UNKNOWN PROJECTILE FROM THE DELTA QUADRANT, IS NOW RACING AGAINST TIME TO LAND ON ZESTEL IV, BEFORE THE ONBOARD ATMOSPHERE ESCAPES
CEO_McDowell says:
::still on Deck 8, bracing himself against the vibrations and explosions of the ship traversing the atmosphere::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: ENGINEERING AND MEDICAL CREWS ON THE SHIP ARE ALSO RACING AGAINST TIME TO SAVE THE SHIP AND ITS CREW
Torial says:
@::helping the ACMO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::is making final arrangements to get base mobile and ready to meet Geneva at the LZ::
Host Bob_SM (Blue Alert.wav)
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Has finally gotten young Taal to take a nap::
EO_Valentine says:
::tapping on a console as fast as she can, working to get the emergency force fields online::
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: I recommend that the majority of the crew leave the Geneva by escape pods. We can rejoin on the surface. It will minimize casualties.
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Good point
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM FROM THE GENEVA IS STILL ON THE PLANET, SURVIVING THE NEARBY IMPACT OF THE PROJECTILE, WHOSE TRAJECTORY WAS NEAR PERFECT, UNTIL IT PASSED THROUGH THE GENEVA
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*FCO*: Geneva, this is Kizlev. I need the coordinates of the designated LZ for the ship. We are almost ready to move from our present position.
CO_Shras says:
ALL: Captain to all crew, all those standing and non essential to land this ship abandon ship by the escape pods
FCO_Mikan says:
*Stationwide*: All crew to escape pods. Repeat. All crew to escape pods. CO: I have set the coordinates of the landing Zone to each of the escape pods. *CTO*: I am sending the coordinates now.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::looks through his optic scope at the sky scanning for the Geneva hoping to assess the damage::
CEO_McDowell says:
::starts jogging back up Deck 8 to another tube access hatch... climbs in and starts trying to climb up to the Bridge::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Picking things up after quake disrupted order::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*FCO*: Acknowledged Geneva. Coordinates received. We're moving out momentarily. Kizlev out.
CEO_McDowell says:
::Deck 6... Deck 5... can see the small displays in the crawlways stating the absence of a deck in a few sections over::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Looks around for any signs of the crew::
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: The ground crew has received our expected landing zone coordinates and is moving there now.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::puts down the scope looking around for Dr. Love:: Self: I gotta know if they are in danger of infection...
Torial says:
@::helps the CSO::
CO_Shras says:
*ALL*: All crew to escape pods but do not launch, I repeat stay with the ship, use the pods life-support but keep with the Geneva
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Is happy to see Dr. Love nearby::
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Good, concentrate on landing this ship like they told you at the academy
Torial says:
@ACMO: Help me with him.
EO_Valentine says:
::ears perk:: *Gamma Eng. team* Escape pods, all of us, five minutes ago!!
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::looks around for the CSO:: Aloud: As a matter of fact where is the CSO? ::considers dispatching a party to search for him::
FCO_Mikan says:
::looks at the Captain:: CO: Perhaps I should use a bit more finesse than my instructors allowed at the academy. ::feral grin::
Host ACMO_Love says:
@::moves over to where the CSO and Torial are:: Torial: Here let me get my arm around him.
CEO_McDowell says:
::arrives at the Bridge access hatch (port side, in between the Science alcove and the view screen::
EO_Valentine says:
::runs with the eng team to the escape pods and makes sure they are safe, then runs to the Shuttlebay and hops in SIMBA::
FCO_Mikan says:
*CEO*: I need more power to the IDF ASAP. ::feels the ship shake as it moves through the atmosphere::
CEO_McDowell says:
::pops out, wincing for a moment as his burned hand hits the bulkhead seal while the ship lurches::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::goes over to K'larn but then notices the doc nearby and moves over to her position finding her and the CSO::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::returns from the base camp storage area::
FCO_Mikan says:
*CEO*: And the SIF as well.
Torial says:
@::allows her to move::
ACMO_Love says:
@::grabs onto Tunik:: Torial: Let's get him over there by the rock.
Torial says:
@ACMO: Good place.
CEO_McDowell says:
FCO: You don't have any power. Primary EPS nets in the port side of the hull are shredded. Just work with what you've got. Nothing I can do with it.
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: What's happened? ::Sees Tunik?::
CO_Shras says:
FCO: If you are confident you can use finesse it reassures me then.... or else you are being overconfident and we will find ourselves under a thousand feet of dirt....
EO_Valentine says:
::taps on her console as Kandeldandel lands on her shoulder:: *CO/CEO*: Mai got Engineering teams to escape pods. Waiting further orders.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::moves over to Love's side:: ACMO: Doc, we're in a serious predicament now. Geneva is seriously damaged and faces imminent exposure to Borg nanites. Please, tell me if you know whether or not they are airborne or not.
CEO_McDowell says:
::stumbles up the stairs towards the MSD in the back of the Bridge, against the shuddering::
Torial says:
@CTO: That is bad.
FCO_Mikan says:
::laughs out loud:: CO: Sir, I will bring your ship to the surface intact. I promise. *CEO*: Acknowledged and understood.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::glances at Torial and then back at the doc, impatient for an answer::
Torial says:
@::pulls Tunik toward the rock::
ACMO_Love says:
@CNS: I don't know. Torial just found him unconscious over there. ::points::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::curious what Torial is doing:: Torial: Pardon me?
Torial says:
@ALL: He lives.
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: He's awake.
EO_Valentine says:
::pats Ixion's isochip in her pocket and readies SIMBA for launch::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@ACMO: Doctor, I have to know. Right now. Yea or nay?
CEO_McDowell says:
CO: We're dealing with extreme shearing forces, Captain, from our descent. Normally, the SIF handles it. But the field's inactive, and we have a gaping hole through the ship. I'd say at least 15% of the port side of the ship, from Decks 3-7, is being ripped away.
CO_Shras says:
CEO: Shouldn't you be down there holding this ship together?
ACMO_Love says:
@::helps Tunik to a sitting position:: CSO: Rest there a minute.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Where have you been, Tunik. We were all so worried.
CO_Shras says:
CEO: Have the people in that area relocated to the starboard side
ACMO_Love says:
@::moves away a few steps and takes Kizlev aside:: CTO: Now what was the question?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ Torial: My EVA suit communications is having trouble. I believe you haven't been able to hear me while I was in the storage room.
CEO_McDowell says:
CO: My control was lost when we got hit. Severed at least three primary ODN junctions. We're just going to have to ride this out. No force field can extend through the whole ship.
Torial says:
@CSO: Oh I thought you were knocked out.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO/CNS: I was in the storage room. I have repaired my communicator. I should be able to directly communicate with the Geneva now.
CEO_McDowell says:
*EO*: Thank you Mai. Just... stay there and hang on. The ride's going to get bumpier.
EO_Valentine says:
<SIMBA> EO: Mai, put the Twinkie down now.
EO_Valentine says:
*CEO*: Yes Boss!
CTO_Kizlev says:
@ACMO: Ok, let me slow down. ::takes a deep breath:: There is a potential hull breach on Geneva and she is landing as we speak. I have to know if the nanites are airborne or not.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Uh? That's great, Tunik.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO/CNS/Torial: During our return, my suit must have been corrupted. I was in a physical skirmish. However, that matter is gone. ::looks at the CNS:: CNS: I'm glad to see you're okay Mr. Bauer. I thought we lost you.
CEO_McDowell says:
::tries to bring up a personnel list of who could've potentially been in the port side at the time of the impact... routes an evacuation message to that area::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Yeah, about that. When you get a free minute.....
Torial says:
@ALL: I believe I am can help you out now, what do you need help with?
ACMO_Love says:
@CTO: I can't answer that yet. If the lab has been compromised there is that risk, but until I can check out the lab I really can't say.
CEO_McDowell says:
::now holding onto the railing against the rattling:: FCO: How much farther until you can begin leveling the descent?
FCO_Mikan says:
ALL: Hang on. Surface impact in 90 seconds.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::not the answer he was hoping, and now believes he is going to have to take a major risk:: ACMO: Very well then. I'm left with little choice. ::walks outside to K'Larn::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: What is it Mr. Bauer?
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: 80 seconds to impact sir.
CEO_McDowell says:
::thinks "impact??? Where's the landing struts?"::
EO_Valentine says:
::makes sure SIMBA is alright::
CO_Shras says:
*ALL*: All hands brace for impact!!
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Mr. Taal has been relieved.... you are in command here.
ACMO_Love says:
@::turns and checks Tunik over:: CSO: Just give me a moment to check you out alright?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::nods:: ACMO: Yes. Of course.
CEO_McDowell says:
::horrified look... turns back to the MSD... no power to land the struts, much less a viable command pathway on the ODN net in order to command them to lower::
CNS_Bauer says:
 @::Pulls him aside:: CSO: I hurt myself... you gotta fix me....you know...all quiet and everything.
ACMO_Love says:
@::runs her tricorder along his body and checks the results::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::goes up to K'Larn and hands him his phaser:: K'Larn: Don't ask me about the logic over this, but take this. If you see, even for the slightest second that I am under foreign control, you restrain me immediately.
CEO_McDowell says:
FCO: Just... skid more than hit, please? ::sheepish... goes to hold onto the railing again::
FCO_Mikan says:
::grabs his console for support as the ship makes contact with the planet surface::
FCO_Mikan says:
CEO: I won't do too much damage sir.
FCO_Mikan says:
::feral grin::
CEO_McDowell says:
FCO: I'm sure any more damage won't ma... ::jaw is rattled mid-sentence::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: Certainly Mr. Bauer. ::walks back to the equipment he brought back from the storage area, grabs a medical kit:: It's been a while since I've patched you up.
ACMO_Love says:
@::slips the tricorder back into her pocket:: CSO: You check out just fine Tunik, but please stay close by from now on. ::smiles::
EO_Valentine says:
<SIMBA> EO: Darn, I wanted to explode.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::motions for another security officer to come closer and stand ready, then starts to remove his helmet:: Sec officer: Get the doctor. She'll need to monitor my condition if this goes badly.
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: I finally got Taal to sleep. ACMO/CSO: He wanted to return to the structure... to the gateway.... we both think it needs to be shut down.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO: I'm sorry I worried you. Vulcans have this taste for privacy. I've lacked it for a while and I needed to focus.
Torial says:
@::follows the ACMO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
<K'Larn> CTO: Sir, what you are doing is irrational and... ::too late::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::removes his EVA helmet and takes in a breath:: K'Larn: Sorry, but I need an answer now, for the sake of the ship.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO/CNS: That is a good idea. I think it should be destroyed. I brought up complimentary explosives for handling the Borg device, be it a weapon or beacon for more Borg to come.
ACMO_Love says:
@CNS: Good work. I hope he sleeps for a long time. We don't need him yelling and screaming at a time like this.
EO_Valentine says:
*CEO* Boss okay?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@<Sec officer>::rushes in frantically:: ACMO: Doctor? It's the CTO, he's removed his environmental helmet. ::rushes back outside::
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: Nope, however.... I believe he knew more about the gateway than he said.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::scans Bauer with a medical tricorder before pulling out a hypospray and a dermal regenerator:: CNS: You're very resourceful to have made it back from the Borg ambush.
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Fine, set up your explosives but I would hold off on the actual destruction for now. We have no way of knowing what that will do to the surrounding area yet.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::thinks he's lost his mind and thrown all those philosophy courses out the window, and waits for a change in his body::
CEO_McDowell says:
::goes blank for a moment... next thing he knows, he's on his back on the upper Bridge deck, staring at the ceiling... gets up slowly to look around:: All: Everyone okay?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: ha! There slow and clumsy.
Torial says:
@ACMO: Give me a weapon.
FCO_Mikan says:
CEO: Fine sir. ::checks system status::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::runs the dermal regenerator over Zach's wounds:: CNS: Are you feeling any intense pains, headache, or internal injury?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: But I took a wrong turn.  My wrist is busted and some ribs and look at my head too.
EO_Valentine says:
*FCO*: Big kitty got hurt?
FCO_Mikan says:
*EO*: No Mai, I am fine. Are you okay?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: My wrist hurt most and breathing.
ACMO_Love says:
@::looks at Torial:: Torial: I can't do that but you could warn your people about the situation. Maybe you can get through to them somehow.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::shakes his head and is amazed he is still in control:: K'Larn: Do not take your eyes off of me for a second. Come...
Torial says:
@ACMO: I do not know how.
EO_Valentine says:
*FCO*: Mai, SIMBA and Kandeldandel are fine. How is Boss and Captain-person?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::takes Bauer's questions into consideration, injects a painkiller:: CNS: I see. ::grabs a toolkit used to readjust his wrist properly::
Torial says:
@ACMO: Am I free of the nanites?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::walks back inside base camp, exposed to the open air:: ACMO: You disappoint me doctor. And there I was waiting for you outside.
FCO_Mikan says:
::looks around the bridge:: *EO*: They are okay. You and your "Boss" have a lot of work to do.
ACMO_Love says:
@::looks up as she sees the Geneva heading for the surface:: CTO: See that? ::points::
CEO_McDowell says:
::still looking around, trying to get bearings:: *EO*: I am fine, Lt. Check on the triage damage control teams in the other pods.
Torial says:
@::looks up::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: I feel much better.  I dunno I just wish I knew what it was before we blow it up. I almost wanna go through the portal.... just to see.
CO_Shras says:
FCO/CEO: Status report?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@ACMO: See what?
EO_Valentine says:
*CEO*: Okie dokey. ::taps on her console and checks on the escape pods::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::feels a slight burn in his eyes, probably due to the atmospheric change from EVA to open air::
ACMO_Love says:
@Torial: I don't know yet. I need to run more tests but I need the Geneva's equipment.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Hears a low roaring whistle in the distance::
Torial says:
@ACMO: It seems to be coming right  for us.
CEO_McDowell says:
CO: Uhh... one moment, sir. ::taps console::
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: Sir, 5 additional casualties due to the landing. The ship's computer core and nav systems are nominal. Power has not been restored. We have missed the landing coordinates by 2 meters. Sorry sir. I will strive to improve my accuracy.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::blinks:: CNS: Portal? Blew up?
ACMO_Love says:
@CTO/CNS/CSO: Did you see that? The Geneva just landed over there and she didn't look good.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: No. Something crashed.
CEO_McDowell says:
FCO: I am getting conflicting reports from the computer. Did the struts extend or not?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@ACMO: Um, maybe you haven't noticed but I'm without a helm now. ::shakes his head at the amusement of a serious situation::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO/ACMO: Oh good heavens. CSO: We should contact them. See how they are?
EO_Valentine says:
*CEO*: Boss, Engineering teams are hunky dory.
CO_Shras says:
FCO: That is ok, I won't note it in you permanent record.... since the computer is down I would not have anyway
Torial says:
@ALL: We should investigate. Do we have a vehicle to cover that distance?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: Good idea.
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: I believe that the struts have extended. There was minor damage to the port strut.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Sees CTO without helmet:: ACMO: Can we take them off?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@CNS: We are ready to move out, counselor. I have the coordinates of the Geneva landing site. We can move at your discretion.
ACMO_Love says:
@CNS: How far do you calculate it is?
CO_Shras says:
CEO/FCO: Let's evacuate the wounded to base camp if we cannot have sickbay working to its standard.
CO_Shras says:
CEO: Can we have crew living in here?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CTO: Lt. Cmdr. Tunik will make that call.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::looks over his shoulder and sees K'Larn right behind him, watching him like a hawk:: Self: Good man. Keep eyes on...
CEO_McDowell says:
::still tapping:: CO: The ship is habitable, save for the port bow, Decks 7 and up.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::does the little repairing he can do to the CNS' ribs without his sickbay, waves his dermal regenerator over his head... and his trouble goes away::
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: It's close. About 3 Kilometers
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: Aye sir.
CO_Shras says:
CEO: Then those of us healthy enough will be making camp in the cargo bays.
EO_Valentine says:
*CEO*: Boss. Mai can take SIMBA out and check on Away team. Mai already had engineering teams put on EVA suits before working on Geneva and going to escape pods.
CEO_McDowell says:
CO: Those areas on Decks 3-7 were sheared off during the descent, as I had feared. We may have structural damage to the ship's skeleton, which may badly hinder our patch-work efforts, but I won't know until we do a visual inspection.
Torial says:
@ALL: We could go to the spaceport and get us a ship to transport wounded in.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@ACMO: It has been more than a couple of minutes. I hope this proves enlightening to your research.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ALL: I'm not willing to permit anyone else from taking off their helmets until it has been determined that Mr. Kizlev isn't affected by the air.
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: We can still use the escape pods for temporary quarters if needed sir.
ACMO_Love says:
@CNS: Alright, I guess we should get going then. CSO: Commander, your orders sir?
CEO_McDowell says:
*EO*: I guess. Be back in an hour, if possible, for a repair coordination meeting.
EO_Valentine says:
*CEO* No problem Boss. Want Mai to tell Engineering teams to get to work?
CO_Shras says:
CEO: We will forget about making repairs to take off, we will need help from Starfleet Command for that. Let's just concentrate on having replicators working with some power for the essentials.
CEO_McDowell says:
*EO*: Please. Priority is secondary EPS and ODN reroutes. We'll deal with structural problems later.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@CSO: I apologize sir, but I had to do this. I have to know if the Geneva crew is in serious jeopardy. I will submit myself for disciplinary action after this is over...sir.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ALL: Since Mr. Torial seems to be healthy. He'll come with us. The base camp shielding is online... ::points to himself:: ... I was busy. We'll have the support crews come to this base and get it working. I want us on the ship... we need to change uniforms.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CTO: You feeling ok?
EO_Valentine says:
*CEO*: Okie dokey. ::sends a message to the engineering teams and opens the Shuttlebay doors::
ACMO_Love says:
@::watches Kizlev closely:: CTO: Ok keep talking. Any strange urges, pain, headaches?
CEO_McDowell says:
::turns back to CO:: CO: Few hours, sir, tops. Now that we're on solid ground, the teams can start jury-rigging.
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: Sir, I have extensive computer experience. Shall I perform level 5 diagnostics on the computer core?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CTO: Mr. Kizlev. You put your life on the jeopardy for the safety of your ship. Your guilt is punishment enough.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@ACMO: Aside from this continuous burning in my eyes and the fracture in my right ankle, no.
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Do, have essential functions restored as soon as possible
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO/CTO: Maybe one of the TO's will volunteer to carry Taal.... without waking him.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::realizes it's not on the jeopardy, it's in jeopardy... he really needs to meditate::
ACMO_Love says:
@::runs her tricorder over Kizlev several times, looking for any signs of infestation::
EO_Valentine says:
::"walks" SIMBA out of the Shuttlebay and onto the planet's surface:: SIMBA: Go find Away Team!.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@CSO: Understood, sir. Thank you. ::tries to sit down carefully wanting to run his eyes something terrible::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CTO: I actually dreamt I took my EVA suit off. It was weird.
CEO_McDowell says:
CO: Recommend we cut primary power and work off of local fusion generators and batteries temporarily. It will speed power net repairs if we don't have to fear shocking ourselves.
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: Aye sir. ::gets up and heads for the TL and then to the computer core::
EO_Valentine says:
<SIMBA> ::Gallops in the direction of the away team::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ALL: I'll contact the Geneva. Then, we move.
CO_Shras says:
FCO/CEO: Let's reroute the command functions to either engineering or cargo bay one
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::pulls off his gloves and starts rubbing his watery dark purple eyes::
Torial says:
@ALL: We should move.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::has internal communicator contact the Geneva:: *CO*: Tunik to Captain Shras.
ACMO_Love says:
@::nods at Tunik then turns back to the CTO:: CTO: Problem with your eyes?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::puts his tools back in his medical bag, holds his tricorder... determines the position of the Geneva::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::ACMO: Yes. It's very irritating ::rubs some more, the eyes feeling very dry and sore now::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CTO: Don't rub your eyes it makes it worse. Busy yourself. Keep your blood pumping and your hands busy..... and good show, Lt.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ Torial/ACMO: Since we've cured him. He'll be a great asset. I'm assuming either his nanoprobes are gone... or you have more sophisticated ones working against the others?
CO_Shras says:
*CSO*: Listening
ACMO_Love says:
@CTO: Here let me give you something to help. Torial: I need some water. Can you find some please?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@<K'Larn>Self: Fascinating. CNS/CSO/ACMO: Perhaps there is no danger in the air after all. Or perhaps he has a special immunity to the nanites.
CEO_McDowell says:
::walks down to the Engineering alcove... brings up an ODN command category list, selects primary command, waits for the CO to finish talking with the CSO::
EO_Valentine says:
<SIMBA> ::nears the AT's position::
Torial says:
@ACMO: There should be some in that well. ::points::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CTO: What are we doing with the other colonists we have within the force field?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::blinks his eyes feeling the burn and the tears rolling down:: ACMO: Thank you doctor.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *CO*: We're coming to the Geneva. The base camp has shielding.
ACMO_Love says:
@Torial: Please fetch some. I need to soothe the CTO's eyes.
CO_Shras says:
*CSO*: Chief, would it be safe for those on the ship that are healthy to stay in a camp in cargo bay?
Torial says:
@::grabs a bucket full and brings it to the ACMO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::starts feeling a slight tingle in his chest::
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: Doctor, did you need help packing up your work? With the Geneva's assets it might be easier to work, huh?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *CO*: Are the shuttles or runabouts damaged? If not, I believe they can be used by set teams to spread a possible cure. ::stops:: It should be safe. So far, it may be determined that the air is safe. The plague isn't airborne.
Torial says:
@ACMO: here you go.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@K'Larn: Ensign, you still there?
ACMO_Love says:
@::smiles:: Torial: Thanks. ::dips a clean cloth she keeps in her kit into the water then places it on Kizlev's eyes:: CTO: That should ease the irritation a bit.
EO_Valentine says:
<SIMBA> ::slows to a walk as it nears the AT::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@<K'Larn>CTO: I am, sir.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks to the away team:: CTO/CNS/ACMO/Torial: Let's move.
CO_Shras says:
*CSO*: We will assess the status of the shuttles when we will be down there, until then we will prep the wounded for the base camp, I think the ship sickbay is unusable for now
CTO_Kizlev says:
@K'Larn: Good. Get ready then. I think something is happening to me. ::puts a hand over his chest hoping it’s just a minor sensation::
Torial says:
@:follows::
ACMO_Love says:
@::takes the CTO's arm:: CTO: Ok, I'm going to hang on to you. Easy does it.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Grabs his stuff, the Doctors stuff and makes sure Taal has a ride::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *CO*: Understood. ::exiting the base camp::
EO_Valentine says:
<SIMBA> ::raises his nose toward the sky and utters a metallic roar::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Feels better now that Tunik treated his injuries. Follows the others out::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::moves with Dr. Love:: ACMO: I...I feel kinda odd in my chest. ::blinks his eyes some more::
CEO_McDowell says:
CO: Sir? ::motions toward the prompt on the console to transfer command functions::
ACMO_Love says:
@CTO: Odd how? ::stops and looks at him::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Aloud: Ohhh... ::suddenly feels very faint and losing some balance::
CO_Shras says:
CEO: Everything is ready down there?
ACMO_Love says:
@::grabs Kizlev tightly:: CSO: Commander, I need some help here please.
CEO_McDowell says:
CO: Far as I understand, sir.
CO_Shras says:
Computer: Transfer command functions to engineering, authorization Shras, blue-red-alpha-five
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::breathing starts becoming difficult, dizziness setting in, falls limp, barely able to move::
CO_Shras says:
CEO/FCO: Ok then everyone to engineering
Torial says:
@ALL: We should get transport incase of wounded.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Helps to steady Kizlev:: CTO: What’s wrong? You infected?
ACMO_Love says:
@CTO: You're not going anywhere. Here sit down.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::moves to the CTO:: ACMO/CTO: Problem?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::his breathing becomes heavier, shaking his head in response, hardly able to speak::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Is he?
CEO_McDowell says:
Computer: Disengage primary power, and begin warp core shutdown. Transfer to tertiary local batteries and generators, authorization McDowell 1-7-Beta-Gamma.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@<K'Larn>::gets a hand on the CTO helping him sit down::
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: He's showing signs of being infected. I'll stay with him and the rest of you get to the ship.
CEO_McDowell says:
::nods to the CO and motions to the TL door, which he hopes is still powered::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *CO*: Captain... we might have to refer to another oxygen supply. 
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::thinks, I was afraid of this - the price of being foolish::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ACMO/CTO: Do you need an escort back to the base camp?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CTO: You realize if you're infected I get to bust your knee caps?
ACMO_Love says:
@::helps the CTO to sit down again:: CTO: Don't worry, I'll stay with you. ::tries to smile bravely::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CTO: Just kidding, my friend. You'll be ok.
Host Bob_SM says:
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